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Compared to the other four main characters in The Dark Pictures: Man of Medan, you really don't see too much Of Brad for the first part of the game. Very soon after the boat starts, he gets seasick from drinking beer and lies down. Then after the boat is aboard the bad guys, it disappears for a while, with
you having no idea where it is for a while. While he's not around, Brad survives in this part, but that doesn't mean he can't be killed later in the game. There is a moment in Medan Man where Brad can end up trapped underwater without any way of avoiding himself. This leaves you like Fliss having to try
to save him here. When given the opportunity, be sure to choose a way that says Smash Hinge so that it can go out or it will sink in the water. Just like with almost all the characters who end up in the situation with Junior brandishing a gun at them and another character in the scene, you have to try to
calm him down. Don't choose options that will make him angry or you very well can end up dead right then and there shot. If Conrad has been killed before, Brad could also be the character you control in the final showdown with Olsen. In this scene, you have to press the right STE buttons or you will be
crushed by the door. Click on them correctly and Brad will make it through safely as long as the whole group of options are handled correctly. GAME DEALSGet Twitch Prime Free right now and get in-game items, rewards and free games related TOPICS : Dark Pictures Anthology: Man Medan is
Supermassive Games' latest title of Horror Survival. Like any other media that highlights scares and scares, the characters will end their wits, panic and make terrible decisions. As a player, you can have all the characters in The Medan Man survive. In addition, you can also be careless, and numerous
decisions and sequences of THES can lead to their demise. This feature takes a look at some of the death scene characters you'll see in Medan Man and what led to these tragic (and silly) moments. Note: Since we'll talk about the scenes of Medan Man's death, there will obviously be a lot of spoilers. If
you want more juicy details on how to achieve these brutal moments, feel free to check out our full step-by-step guide to the game where everyone lives. Once you've finished the game, you can use the scene selection feature to make a different choice (or fumble your attempts at THE) to see your
characters die. For all the other issues, you can go on and check our feature guides and hub for everything you need to know about the dark image anthology: Medan Man. The foreboding will tell you what will happen if Julia surfaces too soon. Julia One of the possible causes of Julia's death in Medan
Man can happen quite early in the game. During he and Alex will knead the explosion. Julia can pop up too quickly, leading to bends or decompression sickness. The consequences will not be obvious until you reach the very end of the game. You can have a number of rows scenes that show that Julia is
alive. But, it will suddenly suffer from bends, whether you have already fled to the Duke of Milan, a coast guard boat, or even before the arrival of a military helicopter. In addition to Julia's fate due to decompression sickness, there are several ways in which she could meet her demise. In Revenge, Alex
and Julia eventually get chased by a mysterious creature. Attempting to drown the creature by picking out the left side doorway, and otherwise the sequence of the CTE will result in Julia getting grabbed. The creature ended up breaking her neck. Another possibility takes place at the end of the
penultimate scene of the Medan Man. Junior, one of the fishermen who became a pirate, holds her and a friend at gunpoint. If you reject Junior's claim that the fog is doing something terrible, he'll accidentally shoot her in the head. Finally, if she's the one who fights against Olson in Flooded Cargo Hold,
then she could potentially get crushed by a heavy door, or Olson could hit her head with a sledgehammer in General History mode. A double breaks Julia's neck if you fail the CTE sequences. Conrad, like his sister, Conrad has a number of Medan Man scenes of death. Looks like The Ice Man just can't
keep it cool. The first can occur during the Escape. If Conrad decides to steal a fishing boat, Olson will try to shoot him. Failure during this STE sequence leads to Conrad's death. If Conrad manages to escape successfully, the scene after the credits will show him the coast guard. Conrad heroically
boards the SS Ourang Medan, only to realize that there is no one there. Later, he finds himself cornered by a disgusting lady. If Conrad stays with the others, there are several ways he could die during the Lady sequence. If Conrad fails to sequence the CTE as he jumps the gaps or climbs up, he will fall
to his death. If Conrad tries to escape and is found, he panics and falls just to pierce. Finally, if Conrad does it all way up, but he decides to jump down, well, he'll jump right into the afterlife. Conrad may also die during the flooded cargo hold. The last sequence of THES will have you struggling with Olson
just as the cargo bay door falls. If you fail this part, you'll be cut in half. The same thing happens in General History mode in case your partner fails to close the door in time as Olson smashes his brains with a sledgehammer. Bobby Drake? More like Bobby Steak. Fliss A number of scenes of Fliss' death
can be completely random in nature. During the Ritual, she would spot a mad Brad who would be hallucinating if he couldn't find a gas mask. Brad has a giant wrench, and he's from a cave in Fless's skull, if you can't avoid his attacks. In search of an exit along with Brad, Fliss can force open the door,
causing him to flood. If she can't be saved by Brad, she's for, and it will sink. Conrad, who clearly sees things, will also try to hit Fless. If you attack a creature like he won't realize he's killed his new flame until it's too late. If Fliss was the one who went below deck to regain power on the radio, then she
might end up getting accidentally shot by Junior. Finally, one of Alex's last dilemmas will be to have him face to face with abomination. It's actually Fliss, and Alex could end up stabbing her. Brad: Bye, Fliss-chia. Brad is timid but thoughtful Brad will experience a few excruciating moments in Medan's Man.
While studying himself, he will encounter Fliss (who is actually hallucinating). Thinking that she is being chased by a hooded figure, Fliss may accidentally hit Brad. Even if the two didn't come to blows because none of them were hallucinating, Brad could still end up dead. This happens when he goes
down to the room to open the door. Sea water bursts, flooding the interior. If Fliss can't save him, Brad's going to drown. It is also possible for Brad to get a shot of Junior in the head in case he is the one who went down below deck. During the scene in Flood Cargo Hold, Brad may be the one who wants
to save his friends. If he gets stuck while he's with Olson, he'll be crushed by the cargo bay door. In the common history mode of the Medan Man, he can also meet his end by using a sledgehammer to his face. Fliss: No, not today, Brad. Alex there are several occasions when Alex ends up dead. First,
during Revenge, where Alex and Julia run from the ex's doppelganger. Trying to drown the creature by picking the right side of the path, and otherwise the SEQUENCE of THE CTE at the end will result in Alex getting captured. Alex's head smashes into a metal door, killing him instantly. Another
phenomenon will happen after you have found Olson's body and you have swarmed the rats. Alex went bonkers, even seeing the rat get out of his stomach. He has a knife and he can stab himself with it... that leads to his demise. If you end up experiencing a different Man Medan final, then Alex could be
the one who faces the junior (and he could potentially get a shot), or he'd end up struggling with Olson in a flooded cargo hold. Metal Door: 1, Human Head: 0 Medan Man Deaths: All of course, there are additional scenes from the end of the Medan Man where it is either hinted or explicitly shown that all
died. If the distributor's cover has been destroyed, the group will have no way of feeding the Duke of Milan. The gang will break up. Julia will be seen inside the ship terrified of something, only for the deranged Alex to pop up. Brad and Fliss, meanwhile, are planted in the middle of the ocean, looking pale
and painful without salvation in sight. If you want something more direct, it can happen if the distributor's cover has been destroyed and the group mentioned the name of the ship on military radio. A military helicopter arrives, but since they had to keep the cargo of the SS Ourang Medan a secret, they will
cannon down Survivors. Oddly enough, this is a guaranteed way to get Steam Steam where they kill all the characters. Stuck in the middle of the Pacific Ocean without rescue in sight. It doesn't end well. Anthology of Dark Images: The Medan Man can be found on Steam. If you want more features and
guides, you can always check out our center right here. In case you find more horrific death scenes, let us know. Yes I know. brad death man of medan. brad man of medan actor. how to save brad man of medan. how to keep brad alive man of medan. rad brad man of medan. can you save brad man of
medan. fliss and brad man of medan. man of medan brad death fall
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